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ABSTRACT
We describe a new environment for the exploration of tur-
bulent flows that uses a cluster of databases to store com-
plete histories of Direct Numerical Simulation (DNS) results.
This allows for spatial and temporal exploration of high-
resolution data that were traditionally too large to store
and too computationally expensive to produce on demand.
We perform analysis of these data directly on the databases
nodes, which minimizes the volume of network traffic. The
low network demands enable us to provide public access to
this experimental platform and its datasets through Web
services. This paper details the system design and imple-
mentation. Specifically, we focus on hierarchical spatial
indexing, cache-sensitive spatial scheduling of batch work-
loads, localizing computation through data partitioning, and
load balancing techniques that minimize data movement.
We provide real examples of how scientists use the system
to perform high-resolution turbulence research from stan-
dard desktop computing environments.

1. INTRODUCTION
Traditional Direct Numerical Simulation (DNS) of turbu-

lent flows provides poor support for data exploration, par-
ticularly in the temporal dimension. DNS uses cluster com-
puters to solve discretized fluid dynamical equations and,
thus, evaluates velocity, pressure, or transported properties,
such as temperature and pollutant concentrations, in 4-d
space/time. However, such simulations only manifest a few
time steps at any time, due to storage limitations within the
cluster. In DNS, complex multi-scale turbulent fields must
be described using large number of grid points whose large
size severely limits the experiments that can be run during
DNS. Typically, experiments look at each time step only a
few times before discarding it.

We present an archival approach to turbulence experi-
ments that allows for data exploration of a DNS. To achieve
this goal, we store the entire space-time history generated
by the DNS in a cluster of databases. By retaining a com-
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plete history, the database cluster also persistently stores the
computational effort of the simulation cluster. This radically
alters the computational demands of turbulence experiments
that explore a DNS. Using the database, an experiment com-
putes simple operations against a large amount of data.

Good temporal support makes several important classes
of turbulence experiments very efficient. Moving from time-
step to time-step involves accessing data only; no operations
associated with the dynamic time advancement of the DNS
(e.g. Fourier transforms in the case of pseudo-spectral meth-
ods) need to be computed. This allows turbulence experi-
ments to look at large time spans and iterate back and forth
through time. We present several exemplars. To study the
pre-history of turbulent structures, experiments track par-
ticles forward and backward in time, identifying turbulent
structures as they evolve and then tracking them backwards
to identify the pre-conditions that led to their evolution. We
also study more traditional velocity gradient statistics that
examine field differences across temporal and spatial spans.

A Web services interface on top of the database cluster
permits experiments to be run across networks and makes
the database publicly available. We also offer Fortran and
MATLAB® interfaces layered above Web services so that
scientists can continue to use the tools with which they are
most familiar. Powerful data exploration experiments can
be managed from the least capable computers, e.g. from a
laptop in a café. Public access to our database brings high
resolution computational turbulence data to user communi-
ties that lacked adequate computation and storage resources
previously. Other efforts to share the output of a large DNS
[5, 28] either (1) allow data to be downloaded and the user
must provide the computational resources or (2) provide user
accounts to the systems on which data are stored. While
such approaches preserve the computational effort, they do
not support users with limited infrastructure or those who
may not wish to learn how to run code in a different envi-
ronment.

A database cluster for DNS turbulence experiments re-
quires specialized techniques for data and workload man-
agement. Our implementation includes:

1. cache-sensitive spatial scheduling for batch workloads;

2. overlapped data partitioning that localizes computa-
tion to a single node;

3. a 3-level, hierarchical, spatial index based on a Morton-
order, space-filling curve that supports data distribu-
tion across sites, B+-tree access paths at each site, and
efficient I/O schedules for range queries; and,
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Figure 1: Architecture of the Turbulence Database

Cluster

4. dynamic load balancing techniques that move the min-
imum amount of data between sites.

Our experimental evaluation shows that storing complete
space-time histories of DNS makes for an efficient compu-
tational environment for applications that need to perform
data exploration or when multiple experiments reuse the
same DNS solution. A study of the individual design el-
ements in our system confirm the importance of a spatial
scheduling and data partitioning for batch workloads.

2. ARCHITECTURE
A cluster of homogeneous database nodes forms the core

of our environment (Figure 1). Database nodes both store
the space-time history of a turbulence simulation and pro-
vide a parallel computing platform for experiments against
that simulation. Data are partitioned spatially (indicated
by shaded regions) and placed on different nodes. Each
database node runs Microsoft Windows 2003 on two dual
core AMD Opteron processors with 4GB of memory. The
system provides parallel computation. The experimental
workload consists of relatively straightforward computations
against large amounts of data, which makes I/O parallelism
the bottleneck and our focus. Each database stripes data
across 12 sets of mirrored 400 GB SATA disk drives. When
accessing data, we read entire stripes of data to maximize
parallelism.

An MPI compute cluster runs the DNS and produces
simulation results as large multi-dimensional arrays within
files. We redistribute these data through file transfer to the
database nodes that ingest the data. Ingested data are re-
organized within our cluster through database-to-database
copy.

Our system includes a mediator which acts as a gateway
for users and applications. The mediator has knowledge
of the placement of data. It takes individual requests and
routes them to a node that has the data needed to service
that request. Similarly, it takes batch requests, breaks the
batch into sub-batches specific to each database and routes

the sub-batches accordingly. The mediator implements a
Web service as the basic interface into the database cluster.
Users and applications discover the interface through the
Web Services Description Language (WSDL). Requests and
results are transmitted between the mediator and its clients
through the Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP).

“Move the program to the data” is a guiding principle
in our system (and in the design of scientific databases in
general [23]). Thus, we rely heavily on user-defined func-
tions (UDFs) in the SQL Server 2005 using the common-
language runtime (CLR) [20]. The CLR integration allows
UDFs programmed in C# or C++ to be computed inside
the database. By implementing the data-intensive portions
of turbulence experiments inside the database, we minimize
the number of interactions between clients and the mediator
using the Web service. Examples include computing inter-
polation functions over regions of space and time, evaluating
spatial and temporal derivatives, performing local filter op-
erations, and accumulating statistics over a subregion of the
data.

2.1 User Interfaces
We provide a computing interface that can be adopted

immediately and enhances existing simulations (in terms of
both speed and quality of data). A traditional model of com-
puting, used in many DNS simulations, employs a series of
iterative loops that go through each time step and compute
new values from the underlying data. To allow these simu-
lations to be modified with little effort, we abstract common
tasks, which would typically be located in a subroutine, with
calls to functions provided by our Web service. The Web-
service routines implement the functionality of the replaced
code, iterating over space and/or time, inside the database.
By replacing entire loops (multiple levels of loops when pos-
sible), we achieve Web service requests consisting of batch
workloads.

Batch workloads amortize the overhead of Web-service re-
quests. Each invocation of the Web service has fixed costs
to set up the request. Then, each request requires data to be
packaged (as XML in a SOAP object), transferred across the
Internet, and unpackaged. Most of the overhead arises from
latency, not from processing. The efficiencies of batch work-
loads lie in sending more data in each Web service request,
which amortizes fixed costs, and in sending less data overall,
by conducting multiple processing steps for each invocation.

The performance benefits of batch workloads come at a
loss of generality. Extracting more function from the call-
ing program results in a more specific Web-service rou-
tine, which reduces its re-usability and applicability to the
broader user community.

To increase the utility of the system, we provide inter-
faces at multiple levels. These include low-level fundamental
tasks, such as reading individual values from the database,
and high-level concepts, such as entire experiments pack-
aged in a single Web-service call. By selecting among these
interfaces, users customize their application’s use of our sys-
tem. When choosing low-level interfaces, they may suffer
some performance degradation, because their application in-
teracts with the Web service more frequently and loses the
benefits of batch processing.

Our experience indicates that a good balance can be
struck by providing batch read and batch interpolate op-
erations at the time step granularity. These perform a large
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Fortran MATLAB®
REAL x(dim),y(dim),z(dim) ! particle coordinates
REAL vx(dim),y(dim),z(dim) ! velocity components

REAL dt = 0.0035 ! time delta
REAL nOrder = 6 ! 6th-order Lagrangian interpolation
DO timestep = 1,1000,1

! GetVelocity is a wrapper routine for a
! gSoap call to the like-named Web service

CALL GetVelocity(timestep,dim,nOrder,x,y,z,vx,vy,vz)
DO p = 1,dim,1

! Perform local computation with velocity values

x(p) = x(p) + vx(p)*dt
y(p) = y(p) + yx(p)*dt

z(p) = z(p) + zx(p)*dt
! ... do something with new particle locations ...

END DO
END DO

dt = 0.0035 % time delta
nOrder = 6 % 6th-order Lagrangian interpolation

% Create dim points (x,y,z) with three random values
points = rand(dim,3) * 2 * pi

% Iterate over multiple time steps
for timestep = 1:1000

% GetVelocty is a matrix-friendly wrapper routine

% to the like-named Web service
v = GetVelocity(timestep, nOrder, points)

for p = 1:dim
points(p,1) = points(p,1) + v(p,1)* dt

points(p,2) = points(p,2) + v(p,2)* dt
points(p,3) = points(p,3) + v(p,3)* dt
% ... do something with new particle locations ...

end
end

Figure 2: Fortran and MATLAB code snippets that use the Turbulence Web service

number of relatively low-level operations in a single Web-
service request. Thus, they are highly I/O parallel and still
general enough to allow for a great deal of customization.
For example, particle tracking experiments advance particles
at each time step based on the interpolated velocity at each
particle’s location. One approach to programming this ex-
periment would put the entire function within the database
and have the database advance the particles and return their
new locations at each time step. A more general—and nearly
as efficient—alternative has the application request the ve-
locity field at each particle’s location in a batch. Then, the
user application advances their locations. The user can now
alter the way the particles interact with the velocity field,
e.g. change their mass. This requires the user’s application
to receive and send a new batch to the database cluster at
each time step. However, this cost is amortized over tens or
hundreds of thousands of particles.

In addition to preserving the programming model, we also
support the computational tools most commonly used by the
turbulence community. These include programmatic meth-
ods to invoke Web services from both MATLAB and Fortran
(Figure 2). For C and Fortran, we provide a wrapper inter-
face to the gSOAP [26] library, which is linked at compile
time to the user program. Recent releases of MATLAB of-
fer integrated Web-services support, although we found the
need to provide a wrapper to those calls to massage the
data types into the appropriate useful MATLAB types. In
addition, due to the Web-service model, our routines can be
called easily using standard library routines with most mod-
ern languages, including Java, C#, and Python. For exam-
ple, we have a simple visualization utility written in Python,
which queries the database and graphically displays particle
movements over time (Figure 6(a)).

2.2 Data Generation and Ingest
Our system stores a time series of three-dimensional struc-

tured grid data. For the experiments that we present, we
generate and store the velocity and pressure field of a 10243

DNS of stationary hydrodynamic turbulent flow based on
a solution to the Navier-Stokes equations. We perform
this simulation on a high performance linux cluster, also
located at Johns Hopkins. These DNS results are stored
as 256 files, each representing one eighth of the data, split
in the Z-dimension. We copy these files to the database

cluster through standard file transfer mechanisms over gi-
gabit Ethernet. Once located on the cluster, we process
the large volumes of data into smaller units for insertion
into the database. To avoid the significant penalty of disk
seeks, we stride through the results keeping a small por-
tion (1024 × 1024 × 72, 1.2 GB) in memory. We arrange
this data into small chunks that we place into a subset of
database nodes using our pre-determined initial data alloca-
tion strategy (see Section 3.1).

We configure the database to optimize for data loading.
We disable transactions and statistics gathering on the ta-
ble while loading data. We utilize an SQL Server .NET
BulkCopy interface. This allows us to write middle layer
code that parses the simulation output into appropriate data
cubes for the database, while allowing the database to by-
pass the standard time consuming consistency checks.

We sacrifice some aggregate ingest performance in order to
reduce implementation complexity and support incremental
loading: ingesting data into the databases concurrent with
data generation on the MPI cluster. The multiple steps of
transferring files, partitioning files, and loading data frag-
ments reduces data rates. However, the ability to dynam-
ically load partial data series into the database will allow
experimentation on the data before a commitment is made
to generate the rest of the data. This will be particularly
useful when we begin exploring data sets in the 20483-40963

range. One of our goals is to require minimal modifications
to the existing codes that perform DNS. To this end, the
files we process are large Fortran-(or C-)style arrays. We
use a number of disk seeks to divide these into appropriate
block sizes.

Our measured throughput rate for data insertion is close
to 12MB/s on each node. This task can be run in parallel on
the individual nodes with little interference, giving us a total
combined throughput of roughly 50MB/s when running data
ingest threads on four nodes.

3. DATA ORGANIZATION AND WORK-
LOAD MANAGEMENT

A unified, spatial addressing scheme underlies all index-
ing, access paths, and location queries. We assign Morton-
order (bit-interleaved) addresses to the voxel space of the
original DNS. Multiple abstract and concrete data structures
employ the same addressing scheme for multiple purposes.
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Figure 3: Addressing and partitioning data using

Morton-order curves

These include:

1. data distribution: assigning cubic partitions of space
along Morton-order boundaries to cluster nodes;

2. data partitioning: dividing regions of space into fixed-
sized storage blocks on which we conduct I/O;

3. indexing workload: clustering workload into spatially
related requests using a quad-tree;

4. processing spatial range queries: identifying the min-
imum cost I/O schedule that covers the requested
space; and,

5. scheduling workload batches: identifying spatially-
related point queries to be co-scheduled.

3.1 Indexing and Partitioning
In distributing data to cluster nodes, we employ two-levels

of data partitioning. We divide the data space into a min-
imum size element or atom of size 643 voxels equal to 8
MB of data. The atom represents the fundamental unit of
I/O. We choose its size in order to balance memory and disk
performance—too large an atom pollutes the cache and re-
sults in large transfer times from disk, whereas too small
an atom reduces I/O efficiency because data transfers are
too short to amortize disk seek times. From the atoms,
we build an index using a Morton-order, space-filling curve
that logically partitions the space into cubes of side 2k for
k = 0, . . . , log(n) for n atoms.

We logically divide the address space into a three-level hi-
erarchy, segmenting addresses into high-, middle-, and low-
order bits (Figure 3). These differentiate the roles of dif-
ferent portions of the address space. High-order bits direct
the partitions of the original data space to servers in the
database cluster. Middle-order bits are used to index the
atoms stored at each site. The low-order bits are used to
conduct range queries on a Morton-order representation of
the atom in memory. The middle- and lower-order bits help
realize spatial clustering and locality, but do so on differ-
ent data structures: a database B+-tree-index and a space-
filling curve.

Initially, we distribute spatially-contiguous collections
(partitions) of these atoms to the nodes in our cluster. We
create roughly eight to sixteen partitions per node and use a
virtual processor approach to assign partitions to nodes [19],
mapping each partition to a virtual processor and then map-
ping multiple virtual processors to physical cluster nodes
based on expected load and storage capacity. For exam-
ple, we split a 10243 time-step into 4096 643 atoms that we

distribute to four nodes as 16 2563 partitions. Virtual pro-
cessors allow us to add or remove cluster nodes, because it
gives us lots of (relatively) small partitions to move among
sites. It also allows us to handle clusters for which the num-
ber of nodes is not a power of two, reducing the skew in
storage used at each site. Virtual processors would also bal-
ance loads across heterogeneous computers. At present, our
cluster is homogeneous.

We also place short spans of consecutive time steps on
the same server to optimize for jobs that run across multi-
ple time slices. For example, in particle tracking, a particle
in the same region of space stays on the same server for com-
putation at multiple time steps. Thus, we avoid packaging
the request and moving it to a new server. The data storage
design revolves around the spatial and temporal properties
of the data.

The initial placement is very coarse-grained. At runtime,
we will update the partitioning of data based on workload
statistics and redistribute the new (smaller or larger) parti-
tions among cluster nodes (see Section 3.4). Repartitioning
may involve “shifting” the boundary between high and mid-
dle bits of the address space, adding three bits to the virtual
server address when dividing a partition into 8 smaller par-
titions and dropping bits when merging smaller partitions.
This process is similar to adding and removing bits from a
extendible-hashing index as files grow and shrink [7].

The middle-order bits create a spatial index on the data
atoms stored at each site. Using these bits as the search
key in a B+-tree indexed file storing the atoms ensures that
atoms that are contiguous in Morton order are contiguous
in both the B+-tree index and in the file [21]. This data
structure supports range queries to cubic regions of space
aligned to Morton-order boundaries in a single disk access
for the atoms (and I/O in the index). In fact, the compact
spatial organization of the Morton order results in low I/O
complexity for all convex regions [18].

The low-order bits address the data for an individual voxel
inside the atom. Once an atom is loaded into memory, these
bits translate between simulation space and memory ad-
dresses. While these bits also form a compact space-filling
curve that localizes accesses to spatial regions, the perfor-
mance benefits are minimal because data are in memory at
this point and memory supports random access.

3.2 Edge Replication
For performance reasons, it is desirable to localize each

computation to a single database node. Operations that
span nodes need to ship partial results back and forth among
databases, adding latency to job completion and complexity
to the implementation of that function.

We use a small amount of replication to localize computa-
tions to each node. Any computation that utilizes a kernel of
83 or less will be fully contained in a single atom. We guar-
antee this by adding a border of length 4 to each edge of the
cube—storing 723 data point values for a 643 atom. Figure
4 shows edge replication in two dimensions. The space is
periodic in all dimensions—it wraps around—so that parti-
tions at the left edge replicate data on the right edge, etc.
Each atom overlaps its neighbors by 4 voxels on each side
and corner. We chose a border of size 4 because it supports
the kernels of computation for 6th and 8th order Lagrangian
interpolation functions—a primitive operation used in many
of our experiments.
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Figure 4: Partitioning with edge replication of a sin-

gle time-step across two database nodes

While the extra space necessary is substantial (43%), we
prefer the storage overhead to the complexity of performing
fundamental operations, such as interpolation, across mul-
tiple nodes and the I/O costs of multiple block accesses.
Storage overhead decreases when increasing the atom size,
e.g. 20% for 1283, which should be weighed against disk I/O
and memory concerns when selecting the atom.

We could reduce the overhead of edge replication by stor-
ing it only on partition boundaries, rather than on the atoms
themselves. However, this would make it more complex and
less efficient to move partitions when the cluster configura-
tion changes or as part of dynamic load balancing (see Sec-
tion 3.4). When changing a partition, the edge replication
would need to be adjusted, which would involve querying the
replicated region and adding it to new partition. By repli-
cating edges on atoms, no action needs to be taken when
partitions change and the replicated data are stored as part
of the atom.

3.3 Spatial Scheduling
The bulk of our workload consists of batch requests with

high particle densities, i.e. a large number of particles in
the same cubic region. Points near each other in space gen-
erally require data within the same atom(s). Recall that
many computations, such as Lagrangian interpolation, tend
to access cubic regions of space.

Based on this observation, we reduce I/O costs signifi-
cantly through the spatial scheduling of batch computations.
This makes the order in which we evaluate computations
conform to a data access pattern. We associate each compu-
tation in a batch with a point in space, generally the point at
which a query is defined or the center of a region query. We
sort and then schedule the points in Morton order, using the
same space-filling curve that addresses the underlying data.
In general, this results in each database atom being loaded
into memory once. All points centered in an atom are sched-
uled together and points that use this atom as part of their
kernel of computation should be scheduled either closely be-
fore of after points within the atom, due to the localization
properties of the Morton-order curve Atoms may be read
from disk more than once when they are referenced by two
requests that are separated by enough time that enough in-

tervening atoms have been loaded into cache to evict the
originally loaded atom. This should happen rarely and only
for regions of space separated by Morton-order boundaries
at the highest resolutions.

The multiple resolutions of the Morton-order curve map
well onto the various underlying caches. At the lowest levels,
all particles within an 83 reference data capable of fitting
entirely in an L1 cache and 323 in an L2 cache.

3.4 Load Balancing
Turbulence experiments present highly-skewed workloads

that mandate dynamic load balancing. DNS data are regu-
lar: a uniform-dense voxel space at each time step. However,
turbulent structures are irregularly distributed in the data
space. These structures govern the distribution of workload
within the data space. For example, particles in a track-
ing experiment may cluster around a vortex. The turbulent
structure and, thus, the workload vary across multiple ex-
periments against the same output. The data needs to be
partitioned and distributed across nodes without knowledge
of the spatial distribution of workload. We cannot repli-
cate large portions of the data because storage space ulti-
mately limits the size of the simulations and the utility of
the database. In all, this leads to large load imbalances,
which reveal themselves at runtime.

We present a dynamic load management system that
adapts to the highly skewed workloads of turbulence exper-
iments. We take advantage of correlation within regular
decompositions, using a Morton-order organization of the
data space and an oct-tree decomposition of the workload
requests, to identify regions with the highest workload to
data-size ratio. By moving these regions from overloaded
nodes to underloaded nodes, we achieve the minimal execu-
tion time schedule based on moving both data and workload
that also accounts for the costs of moving data between sites.

We describe our load-balancing strategy through an ex-
ample in a two-dimensional, reduced space. Figure 5 shows
a representation of a batch of point queries in the data space.
On this batch of points, we construct a region oct-tree [21]
(quad-tree in three dimensions) so that each region has a
maximum number of point queries. The region oct-tree pro-
vides a regular decomposition of space along the same power
of two boundaries on which the Morton-order, space-filling
curve creates logical partitions. Thus, the number of points
in each region represents the amount of workload in the un-
derlying partition. For each region in the quad-tree, we com-
pute the workload density: the number of points over the
volume of the region.

Using the workload density, we balance load by moving
the minimum amount of data. The goal of load balanc-
ing is to achieve an identical completion time at each node
with a minimum amount of load balancing overhead from
data movement. Given a workload batch, the mediator con-
structs the oct-tree and estimates completion time on each
node by comparing the workload distribution to the data
distribution. It then chooses the densest data partitions
in the entire space on overloaded nodes and instructs the
overloaded nodes to copy these to underloaded nodes. The
mediator then routes requests to these dense regions to their
new locations. At the end of the batch, the nodes that re-
ceived workload can discard the copied data, returning the
cluster to its original storage configuration. Nodes could
retain (cache) copied data to serve future requests to the
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Figure 5: Example of workload being transferred between nodes to balance load

same time-step without copying the data again. However,
this would require the mediator to track copies of partitions
over time. Given that we batch workload within each time-
step, we expect little reuse of the same time-step and, thus,
have not yet found it necessary implement caching.

A perfect load balance may be achieved for two nodes
by selecting the partition granularity and fine-grained re-
quest routing. Each partition that we copy to balance load
contains a discrete amount of workload that may not ex-
actly match the load difference between two nodes, leaving
a residual load imbalance even after moving the partition.
We address this effect in two ways. First, the mediator se-
lects partitions at the appropriate granularity. It may break
a larger partition into 8 smaller partitions and only copy
some of those smaller partitions. Second, once a partition
has been copied to a new site, it is replicated at two sites
and the mediator can distribute the individual point queries
across the two sites. Thus, our policy is to replicate a sin-
gle partition—the smallest, densest partition that exceeds
the load difference between two sites. Each separate parti-
tion has significant cost to ingest and index at the new site.
Thus, we prefer to copy a single, larger partition to multi-
ple, smaller partitions. By choosing slightly more load than
needed, we can use fine-grained request routing to the two
copies to balance load exactly.

As described, the system balances completion time per-
fectly with minimum data movement between two nodes,
but may not do so among many nodes. With more nodes,
all nodes need to be balanced to an average value, which
changes depending upon which data are copied. This is a
more complex combinatorial problem. In practice, this has
not been a big concern. The highly-skewed nature of tur-
bulence workloads results in one (or a few) nodes that are
highly overloaded, which distribute workload to many un-
derloaded nodes. Thus, pairwise exchanges between nodes
realize very good solutions for all nodes.

4. APPLICATIONS AND USAGE
Storing the entire space-time histories of DNS simulations

dramatically improves the performance of many classes of
turbulence studies while ensuring that the experiments are
repeatable and verifiable. We present two archetypal appli-
cations that use our turbulence database: a particle track-

ing experiment that iterates back and forth through time,
examining each time-step multiple times, and a turbulent
statistics application that compares large volumes of data
across large temporal spans.

4.1 The Pre-History of Turbulent Structure
Particle tracking experiments can be used to explore tur-

bulent structures. These experiments place particles in a
turbulent vortex structure and then calculate the subsequent
or previous time-step and update the location of these par-
ticles [29]. The particles act as tracers to follow a turbulent
structure according to an evolution equation. Figure 6(a)
shows the movement of particles in a turbulent velocity field
computed on the database cluster. In order to advance the
particle position, the velocity vector at the particle position
must be found from appropriate interpolation of the grid-
based velocity available in the database. For this purpose,
the fundamental operation performed on the database is a
nth order interpolation for every particle. (Typically 6th-
or 8th-order Lagrange polynomials are used.)

To give the greatest flexibility to the user (See Sec-
tion 2.1), users may choose to apply the interpolated field
values to advance particle locations on their local computer.
Gains from massive parallelism arise from tracking multiple
particles at a time. For instance, a query may be for 104–107

interpolated velocities to advance large ensembles of parti-
cles simultaneously. Users may instead use an implementa-
tion coded inside the database using the Adams-Bashforth
second order scheme for the time advancement of the par-
ticle positions. We examine the consequences arising from
this trade-off in Section 5.2.

The turbulence database brings several benefits to parti-
cle tracking. First, it eases the exploration of data, allowing
multiple iterations through time without re-computing ve-
locity fields. Parameters to the point advancement routines
can be modified and re-run on the full resolution data in
near real time. Also, the interpolation queries access a large
volume of data (n3 for an nth order polynomial). By per-
forming interpolation in the database, we access lots of data
to extract a single quantity (the velocity at a point). Trans-
ferring the query result only, rather than the source data,
exemplifies the network benefits of “moving the computation
to the data.”
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(a) Visualizing a Particle Tracking Experiment
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(b) R − Q plot generated from velocity gradients

Figure 6: Experiments from the DNS Turbulence

Database

4.2 Evaluating Velocity Gradient Statistics
The velocity gradient tensor is the spatial derivative of

the velocity vector in each spatial direction. It provides
critical information about the local structure of turbulence
and, therefore, has received much interest in the turbulence
research literature lately (see Li et al. [16] and references
therein). The velocity gradient at an arbitrary location is
evaluated with Lagrangian interpolation on the stored veloc-
ity data (i.e., no velocity gradient data need to be stored).
The interpolation polynomials allow easy evaluations of gra-
dients and can be evaluated as efficiently as the interpolated
velocities. We then compute the joint probability density
function of two coordinate-transformation-invariant quanti-
ties formed from the components of these velocity gradients
(Figure 6(b)).

Such a density function conveys a large amount of infor-
mation about the small-scale structure of turbulence. It
describes the frequency of observing combinations of the
(so-called) R and Q parameters. For instance, when one
of the parameter (R) is negative and the other (Q) is posi-

tive, the vorticity (fluid rotation) of the flow region is being
stretched by the straining of the flow. Another quadrant of
the joint distribution, e.g. both parameters are positive, is
associated with the less probable processes of vortex com-
pression. (These states are more unstable since the vortices
may “buckle”). Therefore, it is of interest to evaluate the
joint probability density function (PDF) to describe intrin-
sic properties of the flow.

4.3 Computational Restrictions
Storing space-time histories in physical space places lim-

itations on the computations that the database supports.
A cluster of databases offers a poor environment in which
to compute all space Fourier transforms. They are memory
limited and have slow networks, relative to the computa-
tional clusters on which the data were originally generated.

But much interesting science is conducted in Fourier
(wave-number) space, not physical space. For example,
many experiments perform particle tracking in filtered ve-
locity fields. Particle tracking occurs in physical space, but
filtering is most often done in Fourier space. To accom-
plish this, the system must be able to convert back and
forth. A task for a computational cluster, not our turbu-
lence database.

Currently, our turbulence group is working on conducting
filtered-particle tracking experiments in locally filtered ve-
locity fields, computing kernel-based transforms over spatial
sub-regions. Initial results indicate that this approach in-
troduces small discrepancies with all-space Fourier methods,
sacrificing some degree of fidelity, but preserves experimen-
tal outcomes over moderate temporal and spatial ranges.

We hold that the merits of storing space-time histories
will drive the turbulence community to continue developing
techniques to conduct experiments in physical space.

5. EVALUATION
Our performance evaluation focuses on isolating the ben-

efits of individual design decisions. Specifically, we examine
the effects of spatial scheduling, different batch workload
strategies, and Web-services overhead.

The aggregate performance of the turbulence database
compares well with conducting the same experiments on
the DNS computational cluster. Experiments that track a
random workload (the worst workload for our database) of
10,000 particles over 50 time-steps takes less than 20 min-
utes. Generating the data underlying this experiment takes
an order of magnitude more time. We do not present a di-
rect comparison between computing turbulence experiments
on a database cluster with traditional computing models for
many reasons. The experiments run on different hardware—
there are over 40 nodes in the compute cluster compared
with our 4 database nodes. The database cluster does in-
cur a one-time cost for data generation. However, that cost
is amortized over the many experiments run against that
data. Finally, comparative results are sensitive to param-
eters, such as number of particles and size of the DNS.
We note that when using the turbulence database, experi-
ments scale with the number of queries (e.g., particles being
tracked) regardless of the size of the DNS. Whereas in tra-
ditional computing models, the experiment scales with both
the number of queries and the size of the DNS, and the size
of the DNS is the dominant factor.
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Figure 7: A 10,000 particle trace executed against

the database using Morton-order scheduling, Row-

major scheduling and the original order of particles

in the trace.

5.1 Scheduling
In these experiments, we isolate the benefits of spatial

scheduling and show its necessity in our environment. We
compare three scheduling disciplines:

• No ordering: The system executes the workload in the
order it was received.

• Row-(or Column-)Major: Particles are ordered based
on their indexes in C or Fortran-style three-dimensional
array.

• Morton order: Particles are ordered based on a
Morton-order, space-filling curve as described in Sec-
tion 3.3.

We run several workloads on these schedulers: a trace from a
prior experimental run and random workloads across both a
plane and the entire cubic space. Given our data placement
(Section 3.1), we know that striding through the database
in a Row-(or Column-)major fashion can lead to memory
thrashing as an atom is loaded into memory repeatedly.

Figure 7 shows that spatial scheduling provides a speedup
of three times or more on a trace that records the location
of particles over 150 time-steps during a particle tracking
experiment. The close correlation between the execution
time with no ordering and that of row-major ordering is an
artifact of the initial computation that generated the trace.
This trace starts as a large number of points dispersed evenly
across the space and, for the early time steps, delivers the
requests in roughly row-major order.

We also measure the benefits of spatial scheduling for ran-
dom workloads (Figure 8). This allows us to consider the
full space 10243 with reasonable request densities and to ex-
amine how the benefits of scheduling scales with the density
of particles. For the 2D tests, the Y-dimension was fixed
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Figure 8: Execution times for a random points

spread across a 10242 plane or 10243 volume, using

Row-major and Morton-order scheduling.

and both the X and Z values were populated with random
values. For the 3D tests, all three dimensions were cho-
sen at random. Both cases show the “clustering” ability of
Morton-order scheduling. Unlike the Row-major ordering,
the Morton order accesses each atom of underlying storage
exactly once over the course of the execution. We do not
include results of running these workloads in the order re-
quests are presented (i.e., no ordering): the time taken ex-
ceeds any reasonable bound as the probability of even two
points collocating in a region of space is small.

These results show how very large simulations can be run
efficiently relative to smaller ones, which have much higher
average costs for each operation. For the smaller workloads
in which n <= 4096 (the number of underlying data atoms),
most particles result in the need to read the atom into mem-
ory. For n >= 4096, we are guaranteed that multiple par-
ticles will sometimes fall into the same underlying region of
space. When this occurs, the second, third, etc. operation
may be executed with computation alone, requiring no time-
consuming I/O. This also accounts for the difference in the
2- and 3-dimensional cases, because the 2-dimensional ex-
periment restricts data to a planar subset of all data, which
reside on 256 underlying data atoms. This also increases the
density of particles within each of those atoms. The Morton-
order schedule ensures that these particles in the same region
of space are grouped into the same physical I/O, regardless
of the initial query order. This can clearly be seen from the
flattening of the lines for larger numbers of particles.

5.2 Work-flow Trade-offs
We compare three different disciplines for running the par-

ticle tracking code of Fig 2. We place the iteration over time
at three different locations: on the client, on the cluster
mediator, and within the database itself. We perform this
simulation using 1,000,000 particles spaced over the 10243

resolution data.
Figure 9 shows the additional cost of performing the iter-

ation farther away from the database at the mediator and
client respectively. This is primarily from the latency asso-
ciated with the return of one result set and the input to the
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Figure 9: Execution times for a particle trace of

1,000,000 particles run iteratively across an increas-

ing number of time-steps.

next batch query. When inside the database, these values
are stored into a local array and then used as soon as the last
particle in a given time-step is complete. While noticeable,
our experiments show that the split of computation between
the database and client is a feasible model for performing
turbulence calculations, offering an acceptable trade-off in
performance for the additional flexibility in computational
parameters.

We find that performing the computations on the client
instead of on the mediator layer incurs an additional cost of
15%–20%, increasing slightly for each additional iteration.
However, if we run the entire computation directly on the
database, we see a 40%–50% improvement. This represents
the ideal situation in which workload does not move between
servers.

These results validate our previous assertion that batch
execution of all queries within a single time-step strikes a
reasonable balance between efficiency and generality. Hav-
ing the client perform the iteration degrades performance
substantially, but not catastrophically. At the same time, it
allows the user to customize an application, e.g. changing
particle mass in a particle tracking experiment.

5.3 The Need for Batch Workloads: Network
and Web Service Overhead

The encoding and decoding SOAP messages incur a large
cost when used for scientific workloads [6]. We use a null
operation function to measure the base costs associated with
the transfer of SOAP messages. A number of minor changes
in SOAP can lead to an overall performance improvement
[1], but do not change the fundamental scaling properties
of the transfer layer. Figure 10 shows the measured cost
of SOAP messaging. These costs are linear with respect to
the size of the message being sent, although this experiment
uses a null message with no data. A million messages take
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Figure 10: Overhead costs from SOAP messaging

over a minute to transfer, which is of practical concern given
that we present experiments that track a million particles

As we described in Section 2.1, experiments should min-
imize the amount of data transferred to limit SOAP over-
head by performing as much computation as possible on the
databases cluster nodes. As an example, we consider the
particle-tracking experiment from our evaluation of work-
flow trade-offs (Section 5.2). Were we to run this experiment
using individual queries for each point, we would expect it
to take 3000 times longer—it would take days, instead of
minutes—due to the high overhead cost for each particle.

6. RELATED WORK
Other research projects have made the results of large-

scale turbulence simulations publicly available. The Com-
putational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) database provides down-
loads of several data sets up to 10243 in size at the Cineca su-
percomputing center [5]. Yeung maintains a 20483 database
DNS database [28]. To our knowledge, no previous projects
focus on temporal support—they give few time-steps—nor
do they provide Web-services interfaces.

Many other projects have employed Web services to make
scientific computing applications available over the Web.
Malik et al. [17] provide Web-service access to a federa-
tion of Astronomy databases. Web-services interfaces exist
to Geo-spatial databases [11] and Biological databases [10].
Kandaswamy et al. [12] describe a framework that automat-
ically integrates Grid applications into Web services, allow-
ing existing scientific applications to be made available over
the Web. The prevalence of Web services for scientific ap-
plications has caused the community to look at performance
issues, specifically limiting the negative effects of XML en-
coding [1, 27].

Scheduling queries and execution to maximize memory
hierarchy benefits is an essential aspect of most scientific
numerical simulations. Krishnamoorthy et al. [13] explore
computational environments in which execution plans are
memory hierarchy aware in order to realize significant per-
formance improvements. The work focuses primarily on an
algorithm for determining proper execution of a workload
with a dependency graph. The Sequoia programming lan-
guage [8] was designed around making memory-hierarchy de-
pendent applications portable across multiple architectures.
While our scheduling is cache-aware, requests may be sched-
uled in a cache-oblivious fashion with good results [9].

The issues of dynamic load balancing and batch schedul-
ing also arise in other scientific particle simulations. Stan-
dard N-Body simulations [3, 22] exploit the spatial charac-
teristics of the simulation space to achieve parallelism.
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Using oct-trees with existing database techniques has been
studied in the computational database system Weaver [24],
and in a distributed setting in Octor [25], which focuses on
workload decomposition with correlations that occur across
nodes.

The process of further dividing our oct-tree based on work-
load patterns resembles the refinement in structured adap-
tive mesh (SAMR) applications [4, 2]. SAMRs offer a vary-
ing resolution of data across the grid. Our varying workload
density is analogous to the regions of the SAMR containing
higher resolution data. Most of the load balancing work in
this area [14, 15] applies directly to our problem space.

7. DISCUSSION
We have introduced a new environment for computational

turbulence based on storing the complete space-time histo-
ries of the solution to direct numerical simulations (DNS).
The environment has the benefit of providing good sup-
port for the data exploration of turbulent flows, particu-
larly for examining large time-spans or iterating back and
forth through time. It also allows for reuse of the same DNS,
which has recently become of interest to the turbulence com-
munity [28, 5].

By implementing the system as a Web-service interface to
a database cluster, we support high-resolution turbulence
experiments from desktop computing platforms and make
both the data and the experiments available to the public.
We also use the Web-service interface to support traditional
computing tools, such as Fortran and MATLAB®, allowing
existing experiments to use our environment with minimal
changes.

We use an indexing and data organization scheme that
will scale with the future growth of turbulence simulations,
both in the number of discrete time-steps stored and the
resolution of the data. With the addition of more nodes and
larger hard disks to our existing infrastructure, we will eas-
ily be able to store and make publicly accessible the outputs
of some of the larger DNS being run today (20483–40963).
While these data are 8–64 times greater than what we cur-
rently store, data ingest is a one-time task and experimen-
tal performance within the database cluster depends on the
amount of data being examined, not the size of the DNS.

More information on our project can be found at
http://turbulence.pha.jhu.edu/.
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